
2425 E US Hwy 6
Albion, IN 46701

574-533-5886
dispatch@gatewayrvtransport.com

Transportation Agreement

Gateway RV Transport agrees to transport a RV for Customer from Pickup City to Delivery
City for $XXX.

Gateway will be responsible for insurance and exterior damages while in transit. It is the
responsibility of the customer to secure all personal belongings and other interior objects.
Gateway will not be liable for any damage to the interior of the RV, including but not limited to,
fixtures, furnishings, or personal property contained within the RV, during the course of
transportation. Any transportation damages incurred by Gateway’s assigned driver will need to
be reported to and handled by Gateway office staff. Gateway will not be liable for damages that
are not reported at the time of or before delivery. Payment will be issued on delivery via check,
cash, or credit card over the phone.

A 20% non refundable deposit is required at the time of booking through credit card payment,
wire, or Zelle. If the trailer is not safe to transport or is not ready for transportation, Gateway’s
assigned driver can refuse to transport the trailer.

The trailer needs to be in safe driving condition. This includes, but is not limited to, all lights
working, power, slide outs properly secured, awnings properly secured, tires properly inflated,
tires with at least 4/32” of tread depth, lug nuts properly torqued, and tires are safe to travel (no
dry rot). If the trailer is not safe to travel, Gateway’s assigned driver has the option to reject the
unit upon initial inspection. If a tire(s) blows out or requires replacement, Customer will be
responsible for the cost of new tires purchased by Gateway’s assigned driver, plus a $50 fee
(per tire).

The parties below agree to the terms and conditions stated above.

_____________________________                           ____________________________
Customer Gateway RV Staff


